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The Edge Studio  

Voice Actor To-Do List 
 

 

 

Your Monthly “VO To-Do List” 
 

Confirm your website’s key features are working  

Check the following:   
 Do your demos play? 
 Is your contact information easily viewed?   
 Does your "request a quote" web form work? 

IMPORTANT: Test on all popular browsers, different platforms, different phones ... because 

as new devices, platforms, and software versions are introduced, your current website may 

not work with them! 

 

Grow your business 

 Ask 3 or more clients for testimonials. 

 Ask 3 or more clients for a finished voice-over project you recorded for them – so you can 
consider adding it to your demo. 

 Survey 3 or more clients – learn their thoughts on working with you. 
 

Improve your audition chops, and ensure you haven’t picked up any bad habits 

along the way 
 Work with an audition coach.  
 Review the 3 or more best auditions that you submitted in the last month, but did 

not win. 
 If any of those auditions’ jobs have been produced by now, try to find and listen to 

them. How did the winner differ? 
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Consider how your clients see you. Are you still the person everyone wants to work 

with? 
 Are you continuing to show them how you can help them?  E.g., Do they know about 

your new capabilities? Have you suggested other ways you can work together? 
 Are you continuing to show them that they can trust you?  E.g., Do they know you’ve 

attended voice conferences?  You have new testimonials?  You’ve completed large-

scale projects for other companies? 
 Are you continuing to evolve along with them as their business evolves? E.g., Do 

they know that you are up to date with their business?  Do they still see you as a 

member of their team, rather than a “service provider”? 
 Are you asking them the right questions? 
 Have you made their life easier/better in the past month?  Be the person everyone 

wants to work with. 
 

Research your clients – know what they’re up to 

What you learn allows you to more easily suggest ways you can help them.  More on this in 

the following “Remain ‘top of mind’ with your clients” section 

 

Remain ‘top of mind’ with your clients  
 Send updated demos – doing so suggests that you’ve been busy.  Ensure you have 

fresh content on the demos. 
 Send new testimonials. 
 Inform them of new equipment, new capabilities, new services … 
 Inform them of related experiences – such as that you attended a conference, gained 

knowledge on something useful to them … 
 Compliment them and, when possible, tie it into how you can further help them.  

Have they opened a new office?  Then respond: “Congrats on your new office.  If you 

need updated telephony prompts, let me know.”   Or have they released a new 

product?  Then respond: “Congrats on your new product!  If you need web videos or 

commercials to promote it, let me know.” 

 

Review your monthly business goals 
 Confirm that you’ve reached or surpassed them. 
 Create new monthly goals. 

 

Review your monthly marketing goals 
 Confirm that you’ve reached or surpassed them. 
 Create new monthly goals. 
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Your Quarterly “VO To-Do List” 
 

Stay on top of technology. It changes fast. 
 Does your website mention any new technology you offer? 
 Still using an old piece of gear that causes a bit of hiss or hum? Look into new 

equipment that sounds better, perhaps costing less than what you originally paid. 
 Still using old software?  It may take you more time to edit a recording, and 

therefore you need to charge more than other voice actors who can do it faster. 
 Research and learn as much as you can. At Edge, we ask vendors to tell us about 

new products, and they ask us to test them.  When we try it, we blog about it.  Word 

spreads. Don’t be left behind. 

 Catch up on all unseen George Whittam technology videos and tutorials. 

 

Check other voice actors’ websites and demos.  Remain competitive.   
 Know what they’re up to. (How else can you compete?) Guaranteed, you’ll get ideas 

to enhance your own website and demos.  
 

Find trends in the industry 
 Listen to voice-over work in the world.  From talking elevators to commercials, listen 

intently. 
 Find 3 or more new journals, blogs, white papers, press releases … on the voice-over 

business.  Also do this for any voice-over genres that you may specialize in.  Read 

them daily. 
 When you find new trends/styles that could be a profitable niche for you, or that 

could distinguish you, be sure to update your website and demos. 
 

Train – ensure you’re ready for any work a client may throw your way. 
 Work with a coach who understands the entire industry (the various genres of 

voiceover, casting agents, production studios, etc.).  
 Find out if there are new styles that clients are hiring, and if you could be marketable 

for them. 
 

Train – ensure you’re excelling in your areas of specialty (documentary, 

audiobook, corporate, animation, commercial, etc.). 
 Work with a coach who lives and breathes any specific genres that you may 

specialize in.  They should be up on industry trends and industry trade journals.  

They should know which clients are currently hiring in that space, what those clients 

are currently listening for in auditions, and what those clients are currently listening 

for in demos.  The coach should know what other voice actors in this genre are 

currently charging their clients, what their websites look like, and how they run their 

voice over business.  All this so that this coach can help you remain relevant and 

competitive.  
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Your Annual “VO To-Do List” 
 

Consider your rates.  
 Should they be changed?   
 Do other voice actors offer new and different rate structures?   
 Re-memorize your rates.  You need to know them offhand, so you can speak about 

them comfortably and confidently.  But it’s easy to forget them. 
 Review your suggested contract and practices. Is everything still current and in 

keeping with your professional criteria? 
 

Listen objectively to your demos. 
 Are they still current? Are you?  
 If something on your demo is not selling, get rid of it. Don’t keep pushing it when 

there’s no demand. 
 

Listen objectively to your voice. 
 Has your voice and/or range changed?  

o If so, are you appropriate for other types of work?  
o Are your demos a true representation of your current voice? 

 Have your passions/interests changed? Or have you gained in-depth experience in 

some field?  
o If so, consider narrating work in these new subject-matter areas.  When you 

narrate copy that interests you, your passion is translated to the listener.  
 Update your demo and marketing material appropriately. 

 

Review and rewrite your business plans. 

 Confirm that you’ve reached or surpassed all monthly goals within your plans. 
 Create goals for the next twelve months. 
 Don’t have plans? Develop them. It takes a couple hours, but it saves you far more. 

And it helps you make money. 
 

Review and rewrite your marketing plans. 

 Confirm that you’ve reached or surpassed all monthly goals within your plans. 
 Create goals for the next twelve months. 
 In this area, too, if you don’t have specific plans, develop them. It saves you far 

more time than it takes. And it helps your marketing be more effective. 
 

 

 

Your Always “VO To-Do List” 
 

Always be learning. 
 

Always be moving forward.  When other things move forward, and you don’t, you’re 

moving back.  
 

Always, ALWAYS personalize this “action plan.”  Review it weekly. Follow it. Revise 

and add to it as needed.   


